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Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You
Deserve By Matthew Hussey. Change your behavior to hang or lose the moment to only talk with your
friends. It is done by your everyday, do not you really feel bored? Now, we will certainly show you the new
behavior that, in fact it's an older routine to do that could make your life a lot more certified. When really
feeling tired of constantly chatting with your friends all free time, you can discover the book entitle Get The
Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By
Matthew Hussey and then review it.

Review
“Matthew is a genius whose magic needs to be shared with the world. His incredible understanding of love
and relationships makes him the absolute best love guru! This book is a necessary tool for anyone looking
for love.” (Eva Longoria, actor/producer)

“No crazy gimmicks, no pretending to be something you’re not. Just intelligent, empowering advice.” (Nikki
Bayley, Glamour Magazine)

“Matthew’s methods are working… Those who would previously never dream of going up to a man are
hunting them down in double figures. Phone numbers are collected like the spoils of victory… [We become]
an army of women from whose charms no man is safe.” (Emma Messenger, The Daily Mail)

“A practical guide to understanding a man’s point of view about love and romance and how a woman can
optimize self-esteem and integrity to find the love she deserves.” (Judith Orloff, MD, New York Times best-
selling author of Emotional Freedom)

“This works, period. No sugar-coating, no gimmicks, no cheesy lines: Matt’s advice is practical, sometimes
blunt, and most importantly, effective. You WILL get the guy after reading this, end of story!” (Louise Roe,
fashion journalist, TV host)

“If you buy this book, you have an unfair advantage over men, and that’s just wrong.” (Bill Rancic,
entrepreneur, devoted husband)

“Whether you’re in a committed relationship, or you’ve had little luck with men, this book will unravel your
man-mystery and put you in control, which seems fair to me, no matter what my husband says.” (Giuliana
Rancic, TV host, devoted wife)

From the Back Cover



Love is hard. But it doesn't have to be.

Leading relationship expert and rising media personality Matthew Hussey provides what every woman needs
to know to find lasting love. Offering invaluable insight into the male psyche, he will change the way you
approach men and dating and give you the tools you need to find the man you deserve. Hussey answers
every single woman's three most burning questions:

Where do I go to meet good men?●

Why didn't he call?●

How do I get him to commit?●

In Get the Guy, you will learn specific strategies for getting out there and meeting the best single guys. You
will also learn why the guy you like has gone cold and the secrets to reigniting a spark with him. And you'll
discover why so many guys seem to be afraid of long-term commitment and the three simple steps you can
take that will change his mind.

Hussey also reveals why playing hard to get is a lose-lose game. A man doesn't want to endlessly chase a
woman who is impossible to attain; he wants to win over a woman who is “high value." You'll find out how
to create nonnegotiable standards for the way you want to be treated—and utilize a foolproof method for
determining if a man can live up to them.

Leveraging what he learned from coaching thousands of men to find personal and professional success,
Hussey will teach you how to meet more men, how to choose one who is worth your time, and finally, how
to keep him enthralled forever. His insightfulness, irreverence, and warmth make the journey to love playful
and fun, and his advice ensures success in both romance and life.

About the Author

Matthew Hussey is a relationship coach and the founder of the Get the Guy brand, which connects with
thousands of women through live seminars and digital programs. He regularly offers relationship advice on
the Today show and on the MTV series Plain Jane. He splits his time between London and Los Angeles.
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Book fans, when you need a brand-new book to check out, locate the book Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of
The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey here.
Never worry not to discover what you require. Is the Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find
The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey your needed book currently? That
holds true; you are really a great user. This is a best book Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To
Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey that originates from terrific
writer to show you. Guide Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And
The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey provides the very best experience as well as lesson to take, not
just take, yet also find out.

If you obtain the printed book Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want
And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey in on-line book establishment, you might also locate the very
same trouble. So, you must relocate store to shop Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find
The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey as well as hunt for the available there.
Yet, it will certainly not occur below. The book Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The
Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey that we will certainly supply right here is
the soft data idea. This is just what make you could conveniently find and also get this Get The Guy: Learn
Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey by
reading this website. We provide you Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You
Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey the very best product, constantly as well as
constantly.

Never ever question with our deal, considering that we will always give exactly what you need. As like this
updated book Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love
You Deserve By Matthew Hussey, you may not discover in the various other place. Yet right here, it's quite
easy. Merely click and also download, you could own the Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To
Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey When simpleness will alleviate
your life, why should take the challenging one? You can acquire the soft data of guide Get The Guy: Learn
Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey
here and also be member people. Besides this book Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find
The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey, you can also discover hundreds lists
of guides from lots of sources, compilations, publishers, and writers in worldwide.
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Most dating books tell you what NOT to do. Here's a book dedicated to telling you what you CAN do.

In his book, Get the Guy, Matthew Hussey—relationship expert, matchmaker, and star of the reality show
Ready for Love—reveals the secrets of the male mind and the fundamentals of dating and mating for a
proven, revolutionary approach to help women to find lasting love.

Matthew Hussey has coached thousands of high-powered CEOs, showing them how to develop confidence
and build relationships that translate into professional success. Many of Matthew’s male clients pressed him
for advice on how to apply his winning strategies not to just get the job, but how to get the girl. As his
reputation grew, Hussey was approached by more and more women, eager to hear what he had learned about
the male perspective on love and romance.

From landing a first date to establishing emotional intimacy, playful flirtation to red-hot bedroom tips,
Matthew’s insightfulness, irreverence, and warmth makes Get the Guy:  Learn Secrets of the Male Mind to
Find the Man You Want and the Love You Deserve a one-of-a-kind relationship guide and the handbook for
every woman who wants to get the guy she’s been waiting for.
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optimize self-esteem and integrity to find the love she deserves.” (Judith Orloff, MD, New York Times best-
selling author of Emotional Freedom)
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blunt, and most importantly, effective. You WILL get the guy after reading this, end of story!” (Louise Roe,
fashion journalist, TV host)

“If you buy this book, you have an unfair advantage over men, and that’s just wrong.” (Bill Rancic,
entrepreneur, devoted husband)

“Whether you’re in a committed relationship, or you’ve had little luck with men, this book will unravel your
man-mystery and put you in control, which seems fair to me, no matter what my husband says.” (Giuliana
Rancic, TV host, devoted wife)
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every single woman's three most burning questions:
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Why didn't he call?●
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In Get the Guy, you will learn specific strategies for getting out there and meeting the best single guys. You
will also learn why the guy you like has gone cold and the secrets to reigniting a spark with him. And you'll
discover why so many guys seem to be afraid of long-term commitment and the three simple steps you can
take that will change his mind.

Hussey also reveals why playing hard to get is a lose-lose game. A man doesn't want to endlessly chase a
woman who is impossible to attain; he wants to win over a woman who is “high value." You'll find out how
to create nonnegotiable standards for the way you want to be treated—and utilize a foolproof method for
determining if a man can live up to them.

Leveraging what he learned from coaching thousands of men to find personal and professional success,
Hussey will teach you how to meet more men, how to choose one who is worth your time, and finally, how
to keep him enthralled forever. His insightfulness, irreverence, and warmth make the journey to love playful
and fun, and his advice ensures success in both romance and life.

About the Author

Matthew Hussey is a relationship coach and the founder of the Get the Guy brand, which connects with
thousands of women through live seminars and digital programs. He regularly offers relationship advice on
the Today show and on the MTV series Plain Jane. He splits his time between London and Los Angeles.



Most helpful customer reviews

358 of 377 people found the following review helpful.
Motivational with Helpful Tips - Not an Epiphany on Dating
By Shell
I'll preface this by saying the few dating/relationship books I've flipped through or read descriptions for often
come across as very condescending to women. This is especially true if meant to unveil the "male mind" and
give it to us straight - the "ugly truth" type of stuff. They make women feel bad for being women. You come
away from just one little paragraph feeling like men essentially don't like women (beyond the physical).
We're told we need to be more feminine, but also think like men, less clingy, but not too independent - etc.
Here is a book which focuses less on how women need to change their nature, needs, desires, etc, as if we're
hopelessly incompatible with men by nature, and instead it focuses on social skills & positive thinking
modes for attracting & developing relationships with compatible men we actually like & who are worth
OUR time & energy.

None of this is earth-shattering, mind-blowing secrets that will give you some epiphany on love & life.
Instead, it reads like common sense, the kind many of us missed the memo on, so that it's not so "common"
after all.

This book doesn't insult your intelligence, berate you for being a woman, tell you that you have to
compromise your values, or leave with some sick feeling that manipulation of men & dishonesty with your
own feelings/needs is the "secret".

The explanations of male thinking is also not "boys will be boys" trash that insists sexist and misogynistic
behaviors are simply "biological" for men & have to be tolerated by women. Instead of making excuses, the
author manages to be honest & fair in describing common male mindsets & how & why certain negative
attitudes/behaviors are triggered (much as stereotypical female negative behaviors can be triggered by crappy
moves on a guys' part). Since a relationship is a dynamic, it's only fair to adjust what you can control -
yourself. So you learn very subtle methods to hone your social & dating skill to basically COMMUNICATE
in a way that men in general will grasp correctly.

This is why the book had some good advice & was worth the read - the basic idea is how to communicate
who you are, how you feel, and what you expect accurately & in a way that is understood by men. So it's not
about changing who you are so much as really communicating it more clearly. If you're the kind of girl
whose friends & family & co-workers wonder why you're single because they think you're the bees knees,
but for someone reason men you meet/briefly date aren't valuing you the same way, then this might be a
helpful read. You're probably not sending the signals which communicate who YOU are correctly; you're
leaving false & bad impressions. So the book is really about being MORE yourself with communication that
others understand & which creates the desired effect.

A book which is founded on ideas about good communication & keeping integrity is one whose advice I feel
I can trust & recommend. It has a "win-win" approach that doesn't degrade men or women - how to get what
you desire/need while giving someone else what they desire/need too. Building mutually satisfying
relationships is the goal, not manipulating your dream man into marrying you (blech - what an idea!).

I appreciate that this book is about subtle nuances too. Often we don't know what we do wrong because it's
not anything big but a subtle signal, and we don't know why our positive signals are ignored & that's because
they are TOO subtle. This advice rang true because I've noted men in general communicate more with action
& are generally MORE sensitive than women, meaning they need LOUDER positive signals & SOFTER



negative ones. The author refers to this as the "fragile male ego" which is really SENSITIVITY.

It also rang true that we tend to attract someone when not interested in them because we're being our
authentic selves - so how do we replicate that comfortable inner state & natural outer state so we can be our
best, authentic selves when interacting with someone we are attracted to? How can we communicate that
quickly, when we may have a few hours, minutes, seconds even to inspire a guy to pursue us? This book
gives basic tips on how to do that.

I emphasize this book is very basic. Do not expect an epiphany. A lot of it may feel like reminders of things
you know, deep down, but often forget or even compromise consciously.

A downside: the book directs you to online videos for more "secrets" which are really just teasers which lead
you to another video they want you to pay for. I can see this as being an endless goose chase designed to
keep you hooked & shelling out money while learning very little. I'd have more respect for the author &
brand if they took a less scam-like approach. The video they want you to buy has a long intro to sell it which
does the classic "play on women's insecurities & promise grand secrets to solve all of their romance
problems in a matter of days" approach, one which many dating gurus do. I find it borderline insulting & I
naturally expect it to under-deliver with super obvious "insight" repeated ad nauseam just as the rest seem to.
This approach is unfortunate & detracts from a brand that has the potential to be more positive & actually
useful, as opposed to the insulting junk I described at the outset.

So don't expect too much & don't shell out a lot of money. There are basic principles here which are useful as
reminders & to polish your social & dating skills, but no more than that.

48 of 50 people found the following review helpful.
I have heard Matthew Hussey speak on the radio and ...
By lizzy nunez
I have heard Matthew Hussey speak on the radio and I was looking forward to reading his book, bu I was
dissapointed to learn that after every chapter I had to sign in to the websiteand become a paid member in
order to look t th video that accompanied each chapter......I felt thi was more of a pay as you go long "help
book" than anyhing else.......I was extremely dissapointed and expected more from the author.......

18 of 19 people found the following review helpful.
First, get a million dollars; now---
By April L. Hamilton
This book's approach reminds me of that old Steve Martin comedy bit, "How you can have one MILLION
dollars, and NEVER pay taxes...first, get a million dollars. Now---"

The book is described as providing dating tips that still let *you* be *you*, and don't require any
gamesmanship to meet and keep a quality man; neither claim turns out to be true. In a nutshell, the book's
how-to can be boiled down to this:

1. Get an amazing, irresistible life.

2. Be an amazing, irresistible person.

3. Stop being insecure.

4. Chat and flirt with everything that moves, employing these specific strategies, types of come-ons, text
messages and actions (which may totally seem like gamesmanship and manipulation, but trust the author, it's



not).

Follow those four simple steps and success is assured. Here's an actual excerpt from the book---I'm not
kidding. If you're drinking anything, put the cup down *now* or your keyboard will be drenched in a few
seconds:

"The reason a guy gets hooked on one woman is not because she is *just sexy*, or *just playful*, or *just
certain*, or *just feminine*, or *just bursting with integrity*, but because she possesses a unique
combination of traits: the girl who is warm, has integrity, and can charm his family, then rips his clothes off
in the bedroom and is a sexual goddess; the girl who is playful with his friends, can debate politics like a pro,
but knows how to enjoy a lazy Sunday watching movies and eating pizza; the girl who is independent, kicks
ass out in the world, but is feminine and loving with her man. Women like this cause an alarm to go off
inside a guy's head and heart. Keep her, he thinks. This one's amazing!"

...and if she existed as a real person, she wouldn't be reading this book. I could just as easily advise guys
seeking dating advice:

"The reason a woman gets hooked on one man is not because he is just sexy, or just playful, or just certain,
or just masculine, or just bursting with integrity, but because he possesses a unique combination of traits: the
man who is warm, has integrity, and can charm her family, then rips her clothes off in the bedroom and is a
sexual god who's willing to invest all the time she needs in foreplay; the man who is respectful with her
friends, can fix things around the house and in the garage like a pro, but knows how to enjoy a lazy Sunday
at the museum or craft fair; the guy who is independent, kicks ass out in the world, but is gentle and loving
with his woman and lavishes attention on her. Men like this cause an alarm to go off inside a woman's head
and heart. He's just a character in a romance novel, she thinks. Be more realistic!"

See all 955 customer reviews...
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By clicking the web link that we provide, you could take the book Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The
Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey perfectly.
Hook up to web, download, as well as save to your gadget. Just what else to ask? Reviewing can be so very
easy when you have the soft file of this Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man
You Want And The Love You Deserve By Matthew Hussey in your device. You could also replicate the file
Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By
Matthew Hussey to your office computer system or at home or perhaps in your laptop computer. Just share
this excellent information to others. Recommend them to visit this web page and get their hunted for
publications Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love
You Deserve By Matthew Hussey.

Review
“Matthew is a genius whose magic needs to be shared with the world. His incredible understanding of love
and relationships makes him the absolute best love guru! This book is a necessary tool for anyone looking
for love.” (Eva Longoria, actor/producer)

“No crazy gimmicks, no pretending to be something you’re not. Just intelligent, empowering advice.” (Nikki
Bayley, Glamour Magazine)

“Matthew’s methods are working… Those who would previously never dream of going up to a man are
hunting them down in double figures. Phone numbers are collected like the spoils of victory… [We become]
an army of women from whose charms no man is safe.” (Emma Messenger, The Daily Mail)

“A practical guide to understanding a man’s point of view about love and romance and how a woman can
optimize self-esteem and integrity to find the love she deserves.” (Judith Orloff, MD, New York Times best-
selling author of Emotional Freedom)

“This works, period. No sugar-coating, no gimmicks, no cheesy lines: Matt’s advice is practical, sometimes
blunt, and most importantly, effective. You WILL get the guy after reading this, end of story!” (Louise Roe,
fashion journalist, TV host)

“If you buy this book, you have an unfair advantage over men, and that’s just wrong.” (Bill Rancic,
entrepreneur, devoted husband)

“Whether you’re in a committed relationship, or you’ve had little luck with men, this book will unravel your
man-mystery and put you in control, which seems fair to me, no matter what my husband says.” (Giuliana
Rancic, TV host, devoted wife)

From the Back Cover

Love is hard. But it doesn't have to be.



Leading relationship expert and rising media personality Matthew Hussey provides what every woman needs
to know to find lasting love. Offering invaluable insight into the male psyche, he will change the way you
approach men and dating and give you the tools you need to find the man you deserve. Hussey answers
every single woman's three most burning questions:

Where do I go to meet good men?●

Why didn't he call?●

How do I get him to commit?●

In Get the Guy, you will learn specific strategies for getting out there and meeting the best single guys. You
will also learn why the guy you like has gone cold and the secrets to reigniting a spark with him. And you'll
discover why so many guys seem to be afraid of long-term commitment and the three simple steps you can
take that will change his mind.

Hussey also reveals why playing hard to get is a lose-lose game. A man doesn't want to endlessly chase a
woman who is impossible to attain; he wants to win over a woman who is “high value." You'll find out how
to create nonnegotiable standards for the way you want to be treated—and utilize a foolproof method for
determining if a man can live up to them.

Leveraging what he learned from coaching thousands of men to find personal and professional success,
Hussey will teach you how to meet more men, how to choose one who is worth your time, and finally, how
to keep him enthralled forever. His insightfulness, irreverence, and warmth make the journey to love playful
and fun, and his advice ensures success in both romance and life.

About the Author

Matthew Hussey is a relationship coach and the founder of the Get the Guy brand, which connects with
thousands of women through live seminars and digital programs. He regularly offers relationship advice on
the Today show and on the MTV series Plain Jane. He splits his time between London and Los Angeles.

Get The Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You
Deserve By Matthew Hussey. Change your behavior to hang or lose the moment to only talk with your
friends. It is done by your everyday, do not you really feel bored? Now, we will certainly show you the new
behavior that, in fact it's an older routine to do that could make your life a lot more certified. When really
feeling tired of constantly chatting with your friends all free time, you can discover the book entitle Get The
Guy: Learn Secrets Of The Male Mind To Find The Man You Want And The Love You Deserve By
Matthew Hussey and then review it.


